A Simple Example
Their experiments show that it doesn't help if more bits kept. And the cost is about 1 bit for 1 bit!
By direct rounding after transformation:
The rounding error:
If the error is independent of integers: Then, the transform matrix must satisfy:
i.e. we must have and thus, If the inverse transform is also integer reversible: However, Therefore, we have This condition is too strict.
It's why NASA failed. 
Forward :
Its Inverse:
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S-Transform + Prediction
Carefully combined!
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Then…… for N-D?
Can anyone combine an integer reversible implementation for higher dimensional transforms?
Even for experts?
Too difficult!!!
We must find some new way out.
• Shears can be implemented fast by memorymoving with hardware. 
Research in Shear Factorizations
• A shear matrix is a unit triangular matrix 
y=jx+[b] x=(1/j).(y+[b])
If j=1, it is the same as the ladder structure by Bruekers & van den Enden and the lifting scheme by Sweldens.
Rounding arithmetic: chopping, rounding, or bits before decimal point
Implementation of Linear Transforms
Elementary computing units are the same as the transformation of numbers:
Transform matrices:
The diagonal elements are integer factors Forward transform: b must be independent of x Inverse transform: b must be independent of y
Elementary Reversible Matrix (ERM)
Elementary Reversible Matrices
• Diagonal elements are all integer factors
• Other matrices that can be converted into ERMs by row permutations only 
Properties of TERMs
• The product of two upper TERMs is also an upper TERM, and the product of two lower TERMs makes a lower TERM.
• The determinant of a TERM is an integer factor.
• The inverse of a TERM is a TERM.
• A 2D TERM is also a SERM.
For any SERM :
is an integer factor. 
Properties of SERMs Unit SERMs
Problems We Must Solve
• Can a matrix be factorized into some ERMs?
• If not always, what's the sufficient/necessary conditions?
• Under the conditions it can be factorized, how?
• Is the factorization unique?
• If not unique, what's the optimal factorization?
• What's the error between the original theoretical transform and its integer reversible implementation? 
Factorization of Two Special Matrices
Scaling:
Factorization of Nonsingular Matrices
Any nonsingular matrix : A=PLDU Problem: permutation P, unit triangular L and U are all ERMs, how to factorize D?
With 7 TERMs:
We prove: the necessary and sufficient condition to factorize a matrix into up to 3 TERMs is where The Least Number of Factor Matrices?
Theorem of SERM Factorizations
Matrix A has a unit SERM factorization of 
If the Determinant is Not 1
For nonsingular matrices, we can apply some scaling to make the determinant 1:
To multiply a diagonal matrix or a nonzero scalar number. 
SERM Factorization for Integer Transform
Computational flow chart
A TERM or a SERM-factorized transform at most has a computational complexity very close to the naive transformation. 
Computational Complexity Error Estimation
( ) () ( )
Properties of ERMs
• S 0 is not unique, so neither are ERM factorizations.
• A real matrix has a real ERM factorization.
• Error bounds depend on factorization itself, are independent of the data to be transformed. 
Advantages of ERM Factorization
Factorization of Block Matrices
Factorization of block matrices is a generalization for element matrices For parallel and efficient computation Problem: some blocks may be singular It can be applied to all 3D linear transforms, thus all possible transforms can be compared for lossless coding.
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App2. Multiple Component Images
XB
-Hyperspectral image -80 bands (highly correlated) -346x512 -Road, water, rice paddy RKLT gives the best performance
App2. Multiple Component Transform
App2. Lossy Compression (XB, 0.5BPPPB, PSNR, dB)
RKLT gives the performance close to the best Acad. Prof. CHENG Minde The laboratory's main research objects are fundamental and applications oriented basic studies in the field of machine visual perception and auditory information processing. These researches are closely related to artificial intelligence, robotics, intelligent control systems, management automation and other important subjects demanded by socialist modernization and development.
Special concern is given to basic theory and basic methodology for machine visual and auditory perception, voice and text recognition and natural language understanding, image recognition and image database, intelligent system and knowledge engineering, neural computational modeling and artificial neural networks, and other fundamental works with evident social and economical impact. The purpose of these researches is to provide methods and techniques for realization of the practically applicable machine visual and auditory perception system, to provide basic technical solution for natural human-machine communication systems, to provide, in certain application fields, principles for designing techniques at advanced international standards, to lead the development of practical products. According to those purposes, the laboratory is equipped with advanced computers, workstations and other special facilities.
Based on the decision of the Academic Committee for the research orientation and purpose, the laboratory has been actively carrying out researches under related projects. These include the National Key projects, including fundamental and high-tech projects the Foundation for, the Foundation for Ph.D. projects, the National Natural Science Foundation projects, and other projects with collaboration to other Ministries and Committees, totals almost 60 projects.
Researchers in the laboratory enhanced Peking University's tradition to promote the fundamental and application oriented basic researches, and in the good style of interdisciplinary study, collaborated closely with each other, obtained original results in certain projects.
On the7th National Five-year Plan's "Pattern Recognition and Image Database" was considered by the Evaluation Committee as having a series of results with internationally advanced achievement. Especially the Automated Fingerprint Identification System, which was considered as the most advanced system, realized for the first time on workstations adopting special software technique received a high praise. It has received the first rank award from the State Education Committee for progress in science and technology and the second rank National Award for progress in science and technology. Since the 8th National Five-Year Plan, this system was applied in Shanghai, Zhuhai, Hangzhou, Guangzhou and other Police Departments, and obtained a good social effect. It also entered the international market.
Good 
Applications in Computer Graphics
To speedup the geometric transforms (affine or linear) by factorizing them into a series of shear transforms (3-4 shears in 2D, 4-5 shears in 3D) and a possible resize.
• Image or volume data display/rendering 
App8. Accelerate Volumetric Data Registration
Take one as the reference and the other as the floating image, and iteratively to find the optimal geometric transform such that the two images are registered. 
